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Problem Statement 
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•  Based on lessons learned with our commercial CDN(s), 
Charter decided it must explore alternate approaches to scale 
our delivery 

•  Most off-the-shelf and CDN-as-a-Service offerings were 
general purpose large-file service bureau delivery platforms 

•  Cost models for scaling commercial CDN offerings were 
prohibitive 

•  A customizable, purpose-built CDN tailored to delivery of 
segmented video files would offer better performance, 
reliability, and scale 

•  Our in-house design proposed one approach to solving this 
problem using well-tested and field-proven Free and Open 
Source Software  

 



Technology Problem Set 
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•  IP Video Delivery CDNs are… 
•  Network intensive (and as a result, PCI bus intensive) 
•  CPU intensive (network receive queue soft IRQs) 
•  Disk intensive (in the case of VOD) 
•  RAM intensive (in the case of Live) 

•  Different delivery profiles (VOD vs. Live, for example) do not 
co-exist well (think head-of-line blocking) 

•  Short-lived TCP sessions and time-sensitive delivery require 
significant OS and NIC tuning 

 



Functional Requirements 
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Here is what I want my CDN to do: 
•  Serve clients from the “closest” available node 
•  Serve clients from the next “closest” available node when 

the closest node fails 
•  Immediately identify and converge around failed nodes in 

the hierarchy 
•  Support immediate removal from service for maintenance 

activities (avoid DNS stickiness) 
•  Support intra-CDN affinity 
•  Provide a mechanism for nodes to attract and repel traffic 
•  And I want to do all of this without a centralized 

control-plan 

 



The Solution 
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•  Legacy TWC partnered with Sanity Solutions to build a Live Video delivery platform 
•  Initial deployment utilized Dell 6220 PowerEdge, subsequent deployments used Dell F630’s in FX2 

chassis, both RAM heavy implementations 
•  Anycast-based cache selection scheme 
•  CDN hostnames resolve to a round-robin set of IP[v6] addresses 

•  IPv6 out of the box (~16% IPv6 delivery, this is a function of client IPv6 support) 

•  Resource requests are statistically distributed across these addresses 

•  CDN nodes advertise routes to the IP network via a routing protocol, currently BGP 
•  Clients are naturally routed to the closest node “allowed” to service the request (made known by the BGP 

announcements) 

•  CDN nodes shed traffic by withdrawing some (or all) of these routes 
•  This is based on a composite health score 

•  Placing a node into maintenance mode is immediate (no DNS stickiness) 

•  Failover is node and network sensitive 
•  Failover mechanism does not require any external control plane or state awareness 

•  Network maintenances naturally push traffic away from would-be impacted nodes 

•  All real-time configuration and monitoring performed through a RESTful API 
•  Upstream proxying uses identical model, just different anycast IPs 



Charter CDN Technology Stack 

6 IP Video Delivery 

NGiNX BIRD 

* Health Check Daemon 

Centos 

* Charter developed, only non-open source component 

All components 
modularized 
and may be 
swapped as 

needed 



Call Flow 
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BGP session between CDN nodes and Charter network, nodes advertise 
1-N (up to 32) of the IP(v6) addresses mentioned in the next step 
Client performs DNS query to resolve CDN hostname, DNS servers return 1 of N (32) IPv4 and IPv6 addresses, 
10.1.1.1 in this case 
Client begins requesting content from the resolved IP(v6) address, the network forces that request to the closest 
advertising node 

In this example, all client DNS 
queries have resolved to the same 

CDN edge IP address (10.1.1.1) 

10.1.1.1 advertised in BGP 

10.1.1.1 advertised in BGP 

10.1.1.1 advertised in BGP 

10.1.1.1 
advertised in BGP 

10.1.1.1 advertised in BGP 



Live IP Video CDN Deployment Results 
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Metric Measured Result 
Mark I (2015) Total Capacity ~1Tb/s 
Mark II (2017) Total Capacity ~3Tb/s (2x per-node capacity at same 

price point) 
Highest ABR Bitrate Request Rate ~80-90% 
Highest ABR Bitrate Delivery Time ~.5s 
Infrastructure-based service 
availability 

100% 

Edge per-bit price compression 75% 
Midtier per-bit price compression 80% 
Centralized control-plane per-bit price 
compression 

100% 

RU per-bit density improvement 8x 



The Future 
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•  To continue to provide customers with a great live viewing experience and manage the growth of IP 
video consumption, Charter must… 

•  Push the CDN further towards the customer to handle TCP fanout 

•  Create additional layers of caching to prevent the inefficiencies of fanout from causing CDN and network 
hotspots 

•  Leverage commodity hardware in these environments while not sacrificing performance (CPU, PCI, RAM and 
network), all in a smaller and more resource constrained footprint, power is at a premium 

•  Dell will be an important partner as we identify where and how we can get closer to the customer 

•  These will all become increasingly important as cord cutters and cord nevers begin using IP Video-based cable 
replacement services 

•  VOD delivery has different delivery profiles 
•  Content is not transient, intelligent long term caching is critical 

•  Popular content rarely changes, longer-tail content changes constantly 

•  This requires high-capacity, high IO solutions supporting heavy write access without sacrificing read 

•  All of this, once again, in an ever-decreasing physical and power footprint 

•  These factors make SCM and NVMe attractive options to maintain delivery performance while shriking the 
footprint 

•  Availability will also become increasingly important as deployment facilities become more and more 
remote and less and less manned 



Thank You! 
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